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Aviation Specialties Unlimited

NIGHT VISION SOLUTIONS

THAT SAVE LIVES!
For more than 25 years, Aviation Specialties Unlimited, Inc. (ASU) in Boise,
Idaho, has proudly served aviators who protect and defend around the globe
with night vision solutions that save lives! Their experienced team supports
safe and sustainable night vision programs with military-grade Night Vision
Goggles (NVGs), flexible training, custom aircraft lighting modifications,
and NVG service and maintenance. The ASU team ensures the long-term
success with global support, training, parts and unmatched expertise.

ASU Worldwide Solutions
Equip pilots and aircrews
with the most advanced
NVGs and accessories.

NVG pilot/crew training,
instructor pilot training,
NVG maintenance training.

NVG certification, repair,
maintenance, and lab setup.
Hoffman test equipment
with in-country calibration.

Certified aircraft STCs for
night vision modifications,
PMA, and ECO.
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6,000+ Pilots and crewmembers trained
Multi-year NVG flight training contract provider
Sales of 22,000+ NVGs globally (ground & aviation)
70+ certified night vision STCs on 100+ aircraft models
1400+ NVG aircraft lighting modifications
ISO 9001:2015 Certified
Parts Manufacturer Approval
Certified repair station and flight school
Certified flight operations

GLOBAL SUPPORT
ASU’s comprehensive solutions have served
customers in more than 70 countries. They
have employees in Colombia and Germany,
ready to provide in-country expertise,
training, NVG service and maintenance,
and parts. ASU’s network of accredited
representatives spans six continents.
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DIFFERENTIATORS

ӹ Single source for NVG programs
worldwide
ӹ NVGs, Training, Lighting, Service for
rotor-wing and fixed-wing aircraft
ӹ ASU is your partner through the entire
certification process – FAA, EASA,
TCCA, CASA, we’re not finished until it’s
certified!
ӹ ASU advocates on behalf of our
customers with regulators – export,
performance, certification
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NAICS CODES:

333314, 334519, 481190
488190, 611512, 611699

SIC CODES:

5043, 3648, 3728, 3812, 3827, 4522

CAGE CODE:

1MFX9

FSC CLASS:

5855, U099
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